Fullerton College Community Forum Meeting:

- Suggest soccer field atop parking structure – artificial/natural turf?
- Concern about proposed parking structure to Historic house.
- Inquiry about subterranean parking/add levels above at future time as needed?
- Concern about height of parking structure for tow trucks.
- Review circulation patterns in parking structure for collision avoidance.
- Concern if parking structure grows in height/visibility concerns.
- Concern with traffic accidents at Berkeley/impact of additional traffic at parking structure.
- Inquiry about use of solar atop parking structure.
- Inquiry about use of charging stations at campus. Can they be available?
- Concern about traffic circulation patterns in/out of structure (Berkeley/North Entrance).
- Concern about use of turf in drought conditions (Soccer Fields).
- Collaboration with City of Fullerton on traffic and parking issues
- Crosswalk at north entrance at Berkeley/lighted warning system/lighting needed.
- Golf cart traffic crossing Berkeley still a concern due to NOC. Suggest cart service lane for controlled crossing.
- Crosswalk suggested at intersection of Brookdale and Berkeley.
- Concern about disruptive use of old M&O Building north of Berkeley.
- Consider parking structure at Lot #10 to serve Performing Arts Center (PAC) building.
- Would library function/building change –do national trend make libraries obsolete?
- Likes Performing Arts Center size/location. Strong arts program in community/college.
- Concern about parking at PAC – suggest use Plummer Structure and surface parking.
- Suggest bridge crossing Lemon Street to new P.A.C.
- Performing Arts Complex back of house efficiency – coordination of where back is needs to be explored.
- Use x-crosswalks at Lemon and Chapman. (Similar to other urban areas – i.e. Pasadena).
- Review bike lane/Wilshire bike lane pedestrian path plans with City.
- Consideration for renovation projects – move up in priority?
- Purchasing Historic House an option to consider?
- Concern about tree removal for corner of Lemon and Chapman.
- How to address access at Wilshire? Soon to be a bike lane/pathway.
- Inquiry to move renovation work to occur now.
- Suggestion to review project priority/interim housing/offsite use.
- Concern about protecting existing green space.
- Suggest parking structure at corner of Lemon and Chapman.
• Connection with Profession/Vendor for space to access equipment.
• Explore C.P.T.E.D. practices in campus design. / Concern about security for faculty, students and staff.
• Explore offsite parking with shuttle service.
• Explore more security cameras in structures.
• Parking counter at structure.
• Outdoor study areas desired to let people know parking capacity.
• Efficient buildings desired – savings funds/to general funds/LEED certified?
• Question about specific programming – will require specific focus groups. Use of design standards, consistency.
• Review interdisciplinary collaboration (LAB and Horticultural, examples).

Comment Cards:

• Much more productive meeting, good mix of faculty, students, and community. Do more of this. I would like to be contacted for future meetings via email.
  o Kanaw Fong
  Contact information provided.

• We have far too many “couch surfing” – homeless students who need low-income housing. International students, veterans, and local students who want a “real college experience” would all benefit from dorms/apartments. I would like to be contacted for future meetings.
  o Jodi Balma
  Contact information provided.

• Great dialogue, very interested in learning more. I would like to be contacted for future meetings.
  o Francisco Aviles Pino (Student Trustee 2015-16)
  Contact information provided.

• I think I see new construction for the Child Care Center/Lab School. (No discussion of this.) This important resource needs to be surrounded by the horticulture and the accessible parking it currently enjoys. I would like to be contacted for future meetings.
  o B. Gibbs
  Contact information provided.

• Excellent, very informative. I would like to be contacted for future meetings.
  o Douglas & Theresa Chadwick
  Contact information provided.
• I would like to be contacted for future meetings.
  o Jose Malagon
    Contact information provided.

• Relevant to the new parking structure:
  1. Would like to have specific sections for pick-up trucks and S.U.V.’s to park.
  2. Would like enough clearance for tow trucks to pull into the structure.
  3. Separate vehicular traffic and pedestrian circulation.
  4. Consider having a designated ramps (designated up ramp/designated down ramp).
    I would like to be contacted for future meetings.
    o Steven Selby, Campus Safety Director
      Contact information provided.

• As the College explores uses for properties adjacent to the campus, I would hope that
  consideration could be given to the needs of college-bound former foster youth, F.C. formerly
  offered services through a Guardian Scholars program to this growing population. Affordable
  housing is the key. I would like to be contacted for future meetings.
  o Christine Terry
    Contact information provided.